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Abstract
The analysis of the ion chemistry of atmospheric pressure plasmas is essential to
evaluate ionic reaction pathways during plasma-surface or plasma-analyte interactions.
In this contribution, the ion chemistry of a radio-frequency atmospheric pressure
plasma jet (μ-APPJ) operated in helium is investigated by mass spectrometry (MS). It is
found, that the ion composition is extremely sensitive to impurities such as N2 , O2 and
H2 O. Without gas purification, protonated water cluster ions of the form H+ (H2 O)n are
dominating downstream the positive ion mass spectrum. However, even after careful
feed gas purification to the sub-ppm level using a molecular sieve trap and a liquid
nitrogen trap as well as operation of the plasma in a controlled atmosphere, the
positive ion mass spectrum is strongly influenced by residual trace gases. The
observations support the idea that species with a low ionization energy serve as a
major source of electrons in atmospheric pressure helium plasmas. Similarly, the
neutral density of atomic nitrogen measured by MS in a He/N2 mixture is varying up to
a factor 3, demonstrating the significant influence of impurities on the neutral species
chemistry as well.
Keywords: Ion mass spectrometry, Atmospheric pressure plasma, Gas purification

Introduction
A large variety of devices used for the generation of atmospheric pressure plasmas (APPs)
has been developed in the past. The design, applied voltage waveform and used gas
mixture vary strongly in dependence of the desired purpose [1]. A lot of different examples can be found in the literature varying from direct-current driven hollow cathode
discharges [2] to dielectric barrier discharges [3] (driving voltage in the range of 1–20
kHz with peak-to-peak voltage of the order of several kV) to capacitively or inductively
coupled radio-frequency APPs [4] (1–100 MHz, below 1 kV peak-to-peak voltage).
A significant effect of APPs on delicate surfaces can be observed using rather simple experimental setups. However, the involved complex physical and chemical processes
have to be studied to understand and tune the desired effects. The list of possible applications is long, e.g. deposition of wear-resistant SiO2 thin films [5–7], pre-treatment of
© 2016 Große-Kreul et al. licensee Springer on behalf of EPJ. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use,
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polymers before printing [8–10], sterilization/inactivation of medical tools and treatment
of infectious chronic wounds [11, 12] to name only some of them.
It has been shown that APP generated ions can play a significant role in chemical processes relevant for the interaction of plasmas with living cells, e.g. inactivation of the
bacterium ‘Escherichia coli’ [13, 14]. Moreover these ions are used for chemical ionization
(mostly proton transfer reactions) used in analytical mass spectrometry [15]. A profound understanding by further investigation of the involved plasma-chemical reaction
pathways, in particular of plasma-generated ions, is therefore necessary.
Mass spectrometry (MS) is a powerful tool for ion analysis of APPs. A detailed review
about MS of APPs can be found in our recent article [16]. The ion chemistry in the afterglow of non-thermal plasmas at atmospheric pressure is dominated by the formation of
cluster ions of the form H+ (H2 O)n due to the inherent presence of water. For example,
water cluster ion formation plays an important role in the upper atmosphere, where the
dimer ion H+ (H2 O)2 is dominating the ion composition in the D region (60 km to 90 km
altitude) of the ionosphere [17]. But also in the case of laboratory plasmas, the majority
of detected ions of both polarities appear in the form of clusters as shown by numerous
studies in the past [8, 18–23]. This observation is independent of the technical realization
of a specific APP, of the applied voltage waveform and of the employed gas mixture. The
high number of collisions during the sampling process and the permanent dipole moment
of water favors the formation of such clusters. In analytical MS systems, especially in the
case of proton transfer MS, the presence of water cluster ions is inevitable and must be
taken into account [15]. However, in the case that the plasma chemistry itself is the focus
of investigation, the formation of water clusters obscures the bulk plasma chemistry and
valuable information is lost.
Many previous studies dealing with the analysis of the ion chemistry of APPs by MS
were performed in a non-controlled atmosphere, i.e. the plasma sources were operated in
ambient laboratory air. One exception is the study of Bruggeman et al. [18]. However, in
that case water is admixed on purpose to an atmospheric pressure glow discharge leading
to the expected formation of water cluster ions.
The significant effect of gas impurities on the plasma neutral chemistry could already be
demonstrated by absorption spectroscopy showing a reduction of the lifetime of Helium
metastables with increasing impurity concentration [24]. Similarly in APPs driven in
argon gas, it was shown that water impurities change the reactive species composition
and cell viability [25].
Summarizing, the investigation of ions in an APP source under clean and well-defined
conditions is motivated mainly due to three reasons:
1.

2.

In some applications the plasma is in close proximity to the surface to be treated.
Therefore, sampling of primary ions is required to identify and study relevant
mechanisms during this direct plasma-surface interaction. It will be shown that
reducing impurities is not only changing strongly the ion chemistry but that the
neutral composition is influenced as well.
For chemical ionization in analytical MS systems it is crucial to determine which
ion (which ionization potential) interacts with the analyte. The variation of the
impurities at our APP helps to predict the best regimes to favour individual
ionization channels.
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3.

The reduction in complexity of the involved neutral species allow us to simplify the
system for successful numerical simulation of the plasma chemistry, i.e. to reduce
the number of relevant reaction pathways. This helps to validate models as well as
to gain insight into the core plasma chemistry rather than analyzing secondary
products formed during the sampling process.

The above-mentioned points are addressed in this contribution by mass spectrometric
investigation regarding the effect of feed gas purification and operation of the plasma
source in a controlled atmosphere on the composition of ions sampled from a micro
plasma jet operated in helium.

Experimental set-up and procedures
Atmospheric pressure ion mass spectrometry

The micro atmospheric pressure plasma jet (μ-APPJ) has been in the focus of many studies in the past and is described in great detail in [4, 26–30]. Here, a short description of
the recent design will be given together with the operating procedure. The μ-APPJ is a
planar version of the originally coaxial atmospheric pressure plasma jet first introduced
by Selwyn et al. [31].
This planar jet consists of two stainless steel electrodes that are enclosed by windows
made from quartz glass. A gas channel with a square cross section of 1 mm × 1 mm
with a length of 30 mm is formed by the two electrodes and two glass plates. A special
vacuum-compatible glue (Torr Seal® ) is used for mechanical stability as well as for sealing
the sandwich structure. By this it is ensured that no volatile compounds from solvents or
the atmosphere are contaminating the gas. By applying a radio-frequency voltage with a
standard value of Urms = 210 V, a capacitively coupled plasma is ignited in He flowing at
a standard flow rate of 1.4 slm between the two electrodes. Admixtures of reactive gases
such as N2 or O2 (usually < 1 %) can be used.
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for ion sampling and analysis is shown in Fig. 1. The experimental setup consists of three sections. In the first
section ions are generated by an atmospheric pressure plasma. The plasma is housed
in a pre-chamber that consists of a cylinder made from borosilicate glass. This allows
the sampling of the exhaust of the μ-APPJ in a controlled atmosphere. The ions from
the plasma are sampled from the effluent through an orifice with a diameter of 20 μ
m into the first pumping stage (p1 ≈ 10−4 mbar). Here the ions are extracted by
a set of cylindrical electrostatic lenses (U1 , U2 , U3 and U4 ) as indicated in Fig. 1. By
this, ions are focused into the second pumping stage (p2 ≈ 10−7 mbar) that is housing a mass spectrometer with a built-in quadrupole mass analyzer (Hiden PSM) and
a ’Bessel box’ energy analyzer. All measurements shown here are performed at a fixed
ion energy of about 0.25 eV. As shown in [16] the energy of the sampled ions depends
on the ion mass. This inherent effect (‘seeded beam effect’) of the isentropic expansion
of the gas from atmospheric pressure into vacuum, may result in an over- or underestimation of ratios of ion signals obtained from measurements performed at a fixed
pass energy set in the energy analyzer. However, this effect does not change any relative trends measured at a given mass as function of some process parameter such as gas
purity or distance from the plasma, which is the relevant factor for the study presented
here.
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram showing the feed gas preparation of the μ-APPJ. Mass flow controller (MFC) with
different flow rates are used for supply of the feed gas which is purified using a molecular sieve trap (MC50,
SAES Pure Gas, Inc.) and a liquid nitrogen trap

The plasma device is mounted on a linear stepper motor which can adjust the distance
accurately even when the chamber is closed. Preliminary alignment in the other two
dimensions is crucial and is performed by using adjustable mounting posts.
Control of gas purity

The plasma source is operated using Helium (5.0) with a purity of 99.999 % which means
that impurities with a concentration of about 10 ppm are present in the plasma. According
to the gas supplier the impurities are composed of 4 ppm N2 , 1 ppm O2 , 3 ppm H2 O and
residual noble gases with a concentration smaller than 1 ppm such as Ar and Ne. Additional sources of impurities are small leaks in the feed gas lines and desorption from the
inner walls of those. The final level of impurities reaching the plasma is therefore always
slightly higher. The feed gas purity is essentially depending on the type of gas connection,
i.e. using polymer or a stainless steel tubing. In addition the feed gas may be purified by
means of a molecular sieve trap and a liquid nitrogen trap as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram showing the experimental setup used for the extraction of ions from atmospheric
pressure plasmas. The atmospheric pressure plasma jet is placed in a pre-chamber in front of the orifice at a
variable distance
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Effect of gas purity on the plasma chemistry
Effect of gas tubing material

The material chosen for the tubing of the feed gas line as a source of impurities has a
strong influence on the ion chemistry in a helium-based plasma. The effect of impurities from the feed gas on the ion composition is illustrated by comparing mass spectra
obtained from the μ-APPJ where the gas supply is connected by two different methods. In Fig. 3(a) a mass spectrum in units of mass per charge versus counts per second
obtained from the μ-APPJ connected via a tube made from polyamide (PA) is shown.
This is compared with a mass spectrum shown in Fig. 3(b) obtained under identical operating conditions but with a feed gas connection via a tube made from stainless steel. A
significant difference between both spectra is clearly visible.
Water cluster ions of the form H+ (H2 O)n up to n = 5 are dominating the spectra
although the jet is operated in a controlled atmosphere using helium (5.0) without additional admixture of reactive gases. The major difference between the two spectra shown
in Fig. 3(a) and (b) is that in the case of the connection via the PA gas line only large water
clusters H+ (H2 O)4 and H+ (H2 O)5 are observable while in the case of a gas line made
from stainless steel smaller clusters with n < 4 are observable. In addition, the integrated
ion signal is significantly lower indicating a lower ionization degree when a PA tube is
used for feed gas transport.
The spectrum obtained from the plasma connected via PA-tubing is stable in time while
the spectrum obtained from the plasma connected via stainless steel tubes changes during the first hour of operation which is shown in Fig. 3(c). The general tendency is that
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Fig. 3 Effect of Type of feed gas connection ((a) polyamide tube; (b) stainless steel 5 min After ignition;
(c) stainless steel 15 min after ignition) on mass spectra obtained from the analysis of the μ-APPJ operated in
a controlled atmosphere, no admixture of reactive gases, 2 mm distance to orifice
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lower mass ions become more abundant with increasing operation time of the plasma.
This observation is underlined in Fig. 4 where the signals of the first four water cluster
ions are shown in dependence on the operation time of the plasma. The effect can be
explained by a decreasing rate of water desorption from the tubes and electrodes resulting in a reduced probability for water cluster ion formation. Tubes made from PA have
the advantage of being flexible and easy to mount which is tempting for the quick realization of an experimental setup. However, the flexibility of PA is based on the absorption of
water. This water is continuously outgassing from the inner wall of the tube which results
in contamination of the helium. Finally, water cluster ions are dominating the spectrum
and reproducible operating conditions are not possible. The size of the clusters depends
on the water concentration and residence time in the afterglow leading to the observation
of heavy clusters when the feed gas line is made from PA. In case that the experimental
setup requires to work with polymers, less permeable tubes made from PTFE, POM or
Viton are a better choice.
However, even if the gas line is made from stainless steel, water cluster ions are still
dominating the spectrum. Two reasons are suggested for this observation: (1) In the chain
of charge transfer reactions among primary ions with neutral gas species the charge is
generally transferred to the species with the lowest ionization energy. (2) Penning ionization through helium metastables plays an important role in the creation of ions in
atmospheric pressure plasmas [27]. The He(23 S) state carries an energy of 19.8 eV which
allows it to readily ionize any other atomic or molecular species (except neon) with their
typical ionization energies that are between 10 eV and 15 eV [32] within the bulk plasma
of the jet. A similar amount of energy is also carried by He∗2 excimers, which have been
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Fig. 4 Time-resolved water cluster ion signals after ignition of the μ-APPJ operated in pure helium
connected via a tube made from stainless steel
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observed from the same plasma source by vacuum-UV spectroscopy in our group [33].
Penning ionization of water molecules is followed by proton transfer. The terminal hydronium ion, similar to other terminal ions, can collect other neutral water molecules in an
exothermic chain reaction:
He(23 S) + H2 O → H2 O+ + He(11 S) + e−
+

H2 O + H2 O
+

H3 O + n · H2 O

→ H3
→

O+

(1)

+ OH

(2)

H+ (H2 O)n+1

(3)

The error bars shown in Fig. 3 and following are based on random error of the counting
unit in a specific single experiment. It should be noted that systematic issue with the
reproducibility induce a much larger error bar of maybe 10 % of the value. However, that
cannot be evaluated accurately since it depends strongly on the history of the plasma
jet and vacuum chamber. The message of the presented measurements is not influenced
(much) by the reproducibility because only qualitative conclusions are made.
Effect of feed gas connection and gas purification

The effect of the methods for gas purification illustrated in Fig. 2 are investigated by analyzing the ion composition of a μ-APPJ operated at a gas flow rate of 1.4 slm He and an
admixture of 0.25 % N2 . The additional admixture of nitrogen as a reactive gas is necessary, since the plasma becomes unstable when the impurity concentration at a fixed
generator power is changed in situ. The latter will be the case when the methods shown
in Fig. 2 are applied. This underlines that molecular impurities with a low ionization
energy are necessary as an electron source to sustain the plasma in the μ-APPJ operated
in helium.
The effect of gas purification on the measured ion composition is shown as a timeresolved measurement in Fig. 5. The signals obtained from ions with highest abundance
+
+
+
+
(H3 O+ , O+
2 , N2 , N3 , N4 , NO ) are monitored while switching on the gas purifier as
well as the liquid nitrogen trap sequentially. The initial conditions at t = 0 correspond to
the ion composition measured under operation of the jet in a controlled atmosphere after
two hours of operation time.
At t ≈ 60 s the path of the gas flow is switched by opening the valves in front and
behind the gas purifier and closing the bypass valve. All observed signals show a significant response to the gas purification. The signals from pure nitrogen species N+
x increase
+
by a factor of 3 to 4 while the signals from the oxygen containing species NO , O+
2 and
the
signals
decrease
only
by
10
%
and
H3 O+ are decreasing. In the case of NO+ and O+
2
+
25 %, respectively. In the case of H3 O the signal reduction by a factor of 4 is much more
distinct. Apparently the gas purifier that is based on chemical absorption of impurities is
more effective for absorption of water than for absorption of oxygen.
Further purification of the gas is achieved by cooling a small section of the gas pipe
with a length of ∼ 30 cm by passing the line through a dewar vessel filled with liquid
nitrogen at t ≈ 180 s. A significant reduction of the signal corresponding to H3 O+ by
two orders of magnitude is observed which is explained by condensation and freezing of
water on the inner walls of the gas tube. The O+
2 signal is reduced to around 50 %. The
boiling temperature of liquid oxygen is 90 K which is above the boiling temperature of
liquid nitrogen of 77 K. This can result in the observed reduction of the O+
2 signal. Also
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Fig. 5 Time-resolved measurement showing the significant effect of two purification methods (molecular
sieve trap at t = 60 s and liquid nitrogen trap at t = 180 s) applied to the feed gas line of the μ-APPJ
operated at a gas flow rate of 1.4 slm He and an admixture of 0.25 % N2 . The admixture of nitrogen is
mandatory for stable operating conditions

for the latter signal the liquid nitrogen trap is more effective than the gas purifier. Similarly
a signal drop of NO+ of approximately 50 % is observed.
The nitrogen species do not react identically to the cooling of the gas line. While the
+
+
signals of N+
3 and N4 increase each by about a factor of 2, the signal of N2 is more or
less constant when cooling the gas line. A possible explanation for that behaviour could
follow the reasoning: The amount of clustering and charge transfer partners for N+
2 is
should
increase
upon
purification
of
the
drastically reduced (H2 O and NO) such that N+
2
gas. A small hump can be found at t = 200 s in Fig. 5, however, the extra density seems
+
to be captured by attachment reactions to form larger N+
x ions. For the increase of N3
also the lower abundance of oxygen-based scavengers for atomic nitrogen or the reduced
quenching of excited nitrogen states can cause the increase upon purification.
Temperature measurements using a thermocouple in the effluent of the jet reveal that
the gas reaches room temperature within the gas line after the liquid nitrogen trap. Therefore, the observed signal reduction is solely due to purification that is changing the feed
gas composition and finally affects drastically the measured ion composition.
For the interaction of cold atmospheric pressure plasmas with surfaces neutral particles
dominate the flux and represent usually the main plasma-surface agent. To show that the
effect of gas purification by the methods described above extends also to neutral species,
the density of atomic nitrogen was investigated by molecular beam mass spectrometry
(MBMS) and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The diagnostic details of MBMS and the
method of calibration is explained in greater detail in [34] and the references therein.
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Fig. 6 Effect of purification by molecular sieve trap and liquid nitrogen trap on the density of atomic
nitrogen in a μ-APPJ operated in 1.4 slm He with an variable admixture of N2 measured by molecular beam
mass spectrometry (MBMS) [34]

It should be noted that in this case the absorbed power at given voltage is influenced
by the change in gas mixture. Higher nitrogen admixture reduces the absorbed power
leading to the peculiar maximum of the atomic nitrogen density. However, the trends
inside a specific figure in this study remain true, since the change due to purification is
only a minor change in the absolute gas mixture and has consequently a minor influence
on the absorbed power [35].
At an admixture of nitrogen of 0.25 % which is equal to the conditions used for the
measurement shown above in Fig. 5, the density of N atoms increases by 50 % when the
gas is purified. This can be attributed to the reduction of loss channels of primary nitrogen
atoms and ions through reactions with H2 O and O2 and its products. In [34] it was found
that the afterglow density of N is significantly reduced by reactions such as N + OH and
N + NO.
Surprisingly, the relative density difference is the largest at the highest N2 admixture
used (0.65 %) and smaller at lower admixtures, where there should be relatively more
impurities per N2 molecule. First, the N density appears to be limited by its production
rate proportional to the N2 supply, and is not so much affected by impurities. However, as
the N2 admixture exceeds 0.25 % the saturation and decrease of the N density reveals that
the N2 dissociation rate is affected by the reduction of the absorbed power with higher
N2 percentage. This most likely causes a reduction of the electron density or maybe a
change in the electron energy distribution function with respect to a pure He plasma. A
plasma with lower ionization degree is consequently more sensitive to the presence of
other molecular impurities. This shows that impurities even at small concentrations of the
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Fig. 7 Mass spectrum obtained from the μ-APPJ (0.7 slm He, Urms = 160 V, d = 2 mm) operated in a
controlled atmosphere. Possible ion assignments are presented in Table 1

order of a few ppm do not only significantly effect the ion- but also the neutral-chemistry
in an atmospheric pressure plasma jet.

Analysis of the ion chemistry and kinetics
In the μ-APPJ operated in Helium increasing the purity of the feed gas generally
leads to an unstable plasma. The plasma switches to a contracted γ -like mode with
a high density plasma localized at the surface of the electrodes that results in their
damage. Therefore, the standard operating conditions are modified by reducing the
Helium flow to 0.7 slm and the applied voltage to Urms = 160 V, which is close
to the minimum voltage necessary for ignition and low enough to keep the plasma
operating in an α-mode. These modifications enable to study a ‘pure’ helium plasma
without the intentional admixture of reactive gases while using all above mentioned
purification methods in situ. A simplified positive ion mass spectrum measured at
a distance of d = 2 mm is shown in Fig. 7. For each mass the maximum value
is determined and the mass spectrum is shown as a bar chart. Negative ions are
not observable which is attributed to the low amount of electronegative species and
the high rates for ion-ion recombination (∼ 10−13 m3 s−1 [36]) in the effluent before
sampling.
As already shown in Fig. 3, a better gas purity enhances the appearance of lower
+
mass ions. Even He+
2 at m/z = 8 and maybe He3 at m/z = 12 as primary ions
from the plasma are observable. The direct neighboring signals with mass +1 are usu+
+
ally related to protonated species, e.g. HHe+
2 at m/z = 9, HN at m/z = 15 or HN2
at m/z = 29. Such protonated neighbor signals appear for almost all main ion signals observable and underline the importance of proton transfer reactions. A list of
possible ions corresponding to signals at specific m/z values with high abundance is
shown in Table 1. For the sake of completeness also ions containing carbon are listed.
However, the low expected content of CO2 resulting from feed gas impurities and the
use of oil-free pumps allows us to assume that C-containing ions do not contribute
here.
Signals corresponding to molecular and atomic ions originating from impurities such
+
+
+
as N+
2 , N , O2 , O are observable. Such ions may be formed as primary ions inside
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Table 1 Possible ions corresponding to most abundant signals shown in Fig. 7
m/z

He,H

5

HHe+

8

He+
2

9
12

N,H

He+
3

15

NH+

18

He+
4

HHe+
4

NH+
2
NH+
3
NH+
4

19

CH+
2
CH+
3
CH+
4

O+
OH+
H2 O+
H3 O+

+
C 2 H+
3 , HCN

27
28
29
30

N+
2

+
C 2 H+
4 , CO

HN+
2
H2 N+
2

NO+
HNO+

31
O+
2

32
37
N+
3

N2 O+
+
NO+
2 ,N2 (H2 O)
NO+ (H2 O)

46
55

O+
3

CO+
2

H+ (H2 O)3
N+
2 (H2 O)2

64

NO+ (H2 O)2

66
73

+
C 2 H+
6 , COH2

N+ (H2 O)

44
48

C 2 H+
5

H2 O+
2
H+ (H2 O)2

34
42

C-containing

C+

14

17

N,O,H

HHe+
2
N+

16

O,H

H+ (H

2 O)4

the plasma through electron impact ionization, dissociative ionization as well as Penning ionization by helium metastables. The high collision rate at atmospheric pressure
leads to modifications of this primary ion composition due to charge transfer, attachment
and proton transfer reactions as well as cluster formation resulting in the appearance
of H+ (H2 O)n and NO+ (H2 O)n . With increasing distance to the sampling orifice the
number of collisions and thereby the probability of charge transfer and proton transfer
reactions is increasing. Changes of the ion composition are expected and were found in a
distance variation while measuring a full mass spectrum at each position. The signal as a
function of the distance of selected ions is shown in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 8(a) signals corresponding to non-water ions are summarized while in Fig. 8(b)
the distance dependence of water cluster ions is shown. A steep exponential signal reduc+
+
+
tion is observable for ions with low mass such as He+
2 , HHe2 , N , O . Such species are
only detectable up to a maximum distance of 5 mm. These ions are primary ions or are
created inside the plasma zone and survive the transport from the exit of the jet to the
sampling orifice as long as the distance and the corresponding number of collisions is
small enough.
By analysis of the dominant reaction rates, the reaction pathway can be identified.
We assume the largest impurity concentration being N2 followed by water. [ N2 ] ≈ 3 ×
10−6 nHe (3 ppm) according to the manufacturer’s specification, the water concentration
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Fig. 8 Selected ion signals from μ-APPJ (0.7 slm He, Urms = 160 V, d = 2 mm) in dependence on the distance
to the sampling orifice orifice. The assignments in square brackets are corresponding to the most likely ion.
For clarity the ions are separated into to groups summarizing (a) non-water and (b) water-containing ions.
The dashed lines show the expected trends for N+ and NO+ based on reactions (4) and (10), respectively

can only be estimated to be around 0.1 ppm based on the reduction seen in Fig. 6. The
lighter ions decay rapidly by means of attachment reactions such as


−15 m3 s−1 [37]
(4)
K1 N + + N2 + M → N +
3 + M = nHe k1 ≈ 1.2 × 10
 +

+
−15
3
−1
K2 O + N2 + M → N + NO + M = nHe k2 ≈ 1.5 × 10
m s [38]
(5)
 +

+
(6)
K3 N2 + N2 + M → N4 + M = nHe k3 ≈ 1.3 × 10−15 m3 s−1 [38].
Charge transfer reaction to water have even larger rate constants, but the lower water
abundance leads to slower decay rates. For the He ions the charge transfer reactions to N2
are most favorable
K4 (He+ + N2 → He + products) = k4 ≈ 1.2 × 10−15 m3 s−1

(7)

[38], B011+B012 in [39]
K5 (He+
2

−15 m3 s−1
+ N2 → N +
2 + products) = k5 ≈ 2.6 × 10

(8)

[38], B025+B026 in [39].
Together with the mentioned impurity densities, the effective reaction rate coefficients
K1 to K5 give lifetimes between τK1 ,K4 ≈ 11 μ s and τK5 ≈ 5 μ s. These calculated lifetimes
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can be compared with measured decay times of individual ions. For example N+ decays
by one order of magnitude in 25 μ s for a gas velocity of 23 m/s at the jet exit. This can be
converted in an experimental lifetime
τexp =

25 μs
ln(10)

≈ 11 μs.

(9)

which matches very well the lifetime for reaction (4) τK1 ≈ 11μ s. This is equivalent to
the dashed straight line interpolating the N+ ion decrease as a function of distance to
sampling orifice in Fig. 8(a) assuming an exponential decay with an arbitrary offset.
The signal corresponding to N+
2 also shows a steep exponential decay up to a distance
of 5 mm. However, at this point the decay rate changes and the signal is dropping more
rapidly than before until it is not detectable any more at a distance of 8 mm from the
sampling orifice. This change of the rate of ion depletion might be related to the loss of the
lighter ions up to a distance of 5 mm. At this point such ions are not available any more as
a precursor for possible charge-transfer reactions resulting in a reduced formation of N+
2
that finally appears as an increased depletion.
Eventually secondary or terminal ions appear that exhibit a different decay behavior.
The NO+ ion at m/z = 30 is a prominent example of this decay behavior when looking at the corresponding distance curve. The signal increases until it peaks at 2 mm and
slowly decreases at larger distances. The signal is measurable up to a distance of more
than 20 mm in contrast to the lighter ions discussed so far. This observation is explained
by the low ionization energy of the neutral NO of only 9.26 eV. This low ionization energy
favors NO+ as a terminal ion in a chain of exothermic charge transfer reactions. The
trend of NO+ is apparently governed by at least two mechanisms; a production and a loss
channel. The first is either formation of NO+ by attachment or charge transfer to NO and
the loss channel in the late afterglow by recombination or ion clustering. Further charge
transfer is very unlikely in this gas mixture. The dissociative recombination rate for the
long-living NO+ is
K6 (e + NO+ − > N + O) = k6 ≈ 4.3 × 10−13 m3 s−1 [40]

(10)

for thermalized electrons at 300 K. The trend of reaction (10) is indicated by the dotted
line in Fig. 8(a), assuming a charge density of ne ≈ 1017 m−3 [28] (right scale with same
number of decades). The calculated decay is too slow compared to the experimental decay
curve of NO+ , but the message here is to show that the density is ruled by recombination
and not charge transfer as in the early afterglow. The NO+ (H2 O) cluster ion is formed due
to associative reaction of NO+ with H2 O, which presents another important loss channel
of NO+ and could indeed explain the difference, however, we refrain from more detailed
kinetic modeling as this exceeds the scope of the paper. Moreover, in this simple picture
we did not account for negative-positive ion recombination, as the mass spectra indicates
no negative ions, nor for diffusive and advective losses of ions. Eventually, misalignment
of the sampling orifice normal and the effluent axis could occur.
The water cluster ions show similar trends summarized in Fig. 8(b). While the pure
water ion H2 O+ shows a clear exponential decay, all heavier cluster ions H+ (H2 O)n with
n ≥ 1 show a peak at a specific distance from the sampling orifice. The location of the
peak is increasing with increasing cluster ion mass, i.e. 2 mm for n = 1, 3 mm for n = 2,
5 mm for n = 3, and 7 mm for n = 4. The mechanism of water cluster ion formation
was explained in the previous section in Eqs. 1–3. Starting with H2 O+ as a primary ion
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formed in the plasma by electron impact or Penning ionization, it is converted to H3 O+
by reactions with neutral water molecules. In the next step, the loss channel of the newly
formed H3 O+ is given by the formation of heavier cluster ions such as H+ (H2 O)2 which
wins against the production rate at a certain distance corresponding to a specific number
of collisions. Since each water cluster ion is a precursor for the next heavier water cluster
ion, this process propagates with increasing distance resulting in the observation of the
peak appearing at a larger distance with increasing cluster size.

Conclusions
The ion chemistry of a radio-frequency driven atmospheric pressure plasma jet (μ-APPJ)
operated in Helium in a controlled and well-defined atmosphere has been investigated
using ion mass spectrometry. Without careful purification of the feed gas helium (5.0) the
mass spectrum is dominated by water cluster ions H+ (H2 O)n with n = 1 . . . 5. Feed gas
purification was successfully achieved by using stainless steel tubes for gas transport, a
molecular sieve trap and a liquid nitrogen trap. By this the content of impurities could be
reduced significantly by about two orders of magnitude, indicating a residual concentration of oxygen-containing species of less than 0.1 ppm. However, even at such a low level
of impurities the ion chemistry in the effluent of the μ-APPJ operated without additional
admixture of reactive gases is dominated by impurities.
Summarizing, it is concluded that from a cold plasma at atmospheric pressure no clean
helium ion spectra can be expected. Ions originating from nitrogen, oxygen and water
are dominating the mass spectrum, because of the strong tendency of ion conversion and
Penning reaction by the highly energetic He metastable species. This can be extrapolated
for the ion chemistry of plasmas operated in pure noble gases (He, Ne and to some extend
Ar) which are dominated by impurities as shown by the results presented here. The measured ion spectrum as a function of the distance identifies primary and secondary ions.
Especially for plasmas close-by or in direct contact with a treatment area this difference
might be very important and can be used accordingly for instance to achieve the appropriate soft ionization of a target or analyte. Moreover, not only the ion chemistry but
also the neutral composition is changed by the cleaning as well, which was shown for a
μ-APPJ operated in a Helium-nitrogen mixture and analyzed by molecular beam mass
spectrometry (MBMS).
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